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Abstract
In classical deterministic scheduling problems, the job processing times are assumed to be constant parameters. In many practical
cases, however, processing times are controllable by allocating a resource (that may be continuous or discrete) to the job operations.
In such cases, each processing time is a decision variable to be determined by the scheduler, who can take advantage of this ﬂexibility
to improve system performance. Since scheduling problems with controllable processing times are very interesting both from the
practical and theoretical point of view, they have received a lot of attention from researchers over the last 25 years. This paper aims
to give a uniﬁed framework for scheduling with controllable processing times by providing an up-to-date survey of the results in the
ﬁeld.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For the majority of deterministic scheduling problems in the literature, job processing times are considered constant.
In various real-life systems, however, processing times may be controllable by allocating resources, such as additional
money, overtime, energy, fuel, catalysts, subcontracting, or additional manpower, to the job operations. In such systems,
job scheduling and resource allocation decisions should be coordinated carefully to achieve the most efﬁcient system
performance. Janiak [45] described in detail an interesting application of a scheduling problem with controllable
processing times in steel mills, where batches of ingots have to be preheated before being hot-rolled in a blooming
mill, and both the preheating time and the rolling time are inversely proportional to the gas ﬂow intensity. Another
interesting application arises from scheduling in a machine tooling environment where the job processing time is a
function of the feed rate and the spindle speed used for each operation (e.g., [104,64,66]).
Vickson [105] was one of the ﬁrst researchers to study a shop scheduling problem with controllable processing
times. He pointed out that, “least cost scheduling through job processing time control has been studied thoroughly
in the project management context. In view of the importance of, and familiarity with job processing time choice in
project planning models, it is perhaps surprising that similar concepts have received little attention in the sequencing
portion of the scheduling literature.” After 1980, following the impetus of Vickson’s paper, sequencing problems with
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controllable processing times have been extensively studied by researchers. An early survey of results on this subject,
up to 1990, is given by Nowicki and Zdrzalka [86], and partial and brief surveys were given later by Chen et al. [10]
and in Section 5 of the multicriteria scheduling survey by Hoogeven [36].
A general deﬁnition of scheduling problems with controllable job processing times may be stated as follows: n
independent jobs, J = {1, 2, . . . , n}, are to be processed on m machines, M ∈ {M1,M2, . . . ,Mm}, where Oij is the
operation of job j on machine i for i=1, . . . , m and j =1, . . . , n. The machines are arranged in a speciﬁc technological
conﬁguration, which can be a single machine (m = 1), machines in parallel, or machines in a ﬂow shop, job shop, or
open shop. The release time of job j, rj , is the time at which the job arrives in the system and is ready for processing.
The processing time of job j on machine i, pij , is a non-increasing function of the amount of resource, uij , allocated to
the processing of operation Oij for j = 1, . . . , n and i = 1, . . . , m. In the single machine case, we omit the machine
index so that, for example, pj is the processing time of job j on the single machine. The resource may be used either in
continuous or discrete quantities. In the ﬁrst case, the processing time of a job is determined by the amount of a divisible
resource (e.g., gas and electricity) allocated to it and therefore can vary continuously. On the other hand, a discrete type
of resource is indivisible (e.g., manpower and supporting equipment) and therefore the processing time of a job has
only a ﬁnite number of possible durations. Since researchers usually assumed a continuous type of resource in most of
their work, we will also focus on this case, but will brieﬂy review papers with discrete resource too. In this paper, we
provide a survey of results only for the case where the resource is assumed to be non-renewable (e.g., money, fuel, gas
and electricity) and its availability may be limited by an upper bound U. For problems with renewable resources and
resource allocations which may vary over time, we refer the reader to the paper by Jozefowska and Weglarz [62] for
the continuous case and the paper by Blazewicz et al. [7] for the discrete case.
A solution for a scheduling problem with controllable processing times is speciﬁed by a resource allocation for each
job on each machine and by a job schedule. The quality of a solution is measured by two criteria: The ﬁrst one, F1, is a
scheduling criterion dependent on the job completion times, and the second one, F2, is the resource consumption cost.
Both criteria have to be minimized. A weight wj may be associated with each job j ∈ J , which indicates the relative
importance of job j in F1. A weight vij is associated with each operation Oij , that is the cost of one unit of resource
allocated to operation Oij in F2. The F2 criteria used in the literature are F2 ∈ {∑mi=1∑nj=1uij ,∑mi=1∑nj=1vijuij }.
The most frequently used criteria for F1 are F1 ∈ {fmax,∑nj=1Cj ,∑nj=1wjCj ,∑nj=1Uj ,∑nj=1Tj + Ej }, where Cj
is the completion time of job j , dj is the due date of job j , Lj = Cj − dj is the lateness of job j, Tj = max(0, Lj )
is the tardiness of job j , Ej = max(0,−Lj ) is the earliness of job j , Uj is the tardiness indicator variable for job j,
i.e., Uj = 1 if Cj >dj and Uj = 0 if Cj dj , and fmax = maxj=1,...,n(fj (Cj )) with a non-decreasing function fj for
j = 1, . . . , n.
Since schedulingwith controllable processing times is essentially a problemwith two criteria, four different problems
can arise:
• The ﬁrst one, which we denote by P1, is to minimize the total integrated cost, i.e., F1 + F2;
• The second one, which we denote by P2, is to minimize F1 subject to F2U ;
• The third one, which we denote by P3, is to minimize F2 subject to F1K , where K is a given upper bound;
• The last one, which we denote by P4, is to identify the set of Pareto-optimal schedules for (F1, F2), where a schedule
S with F1(S) = K and F2(S) = U is called Pareto-optimal if there does not exist another schedule S′ such that
F1(S′)K and F2(S′)U with at least one of these inequalities being strict.
It should be noted that solving P4, also solves P1–P3 as a by-product.
In most studies of scheduling with controllable processing times, researchers assumed that the job processing time is
a bounded linear function of the amount of resource allocated to the processing of the job, i.e., the resource consumption
function is of the form
pij (uij ) = pij − aijuij , 0uij uij pij /aij , (1)
where pij is the non-compressed processing time for job j on machine i, uij is the upper bound on the amount of
resource that can be allocated to perform job j on machine i and aij is the positive compression rate of job j on machine
i for j = 1, . . . , n and i = 1, . . . , m. For many resource allocation problems in physical or economic systems, however,
they do not use a linear resource consumption function, since it fails to reﬂect the law of diminishing marginal returns.
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This law states that productivity increases at a decreasing rate with the amount of resource employed. In order to model
this, other studies on scheduling with resource allocation assumed that the job processing time is a convex decreasing
function of the amount of resource allocated to the processing of the job (e.g. [76,92,93]). For a convex resource
consumption function, researchers usually used the following function:
pij (uij ) =
(
ij
uij
)k
, (2)
where ij is a positive parameter, which represents the workload of operation Oij and k is a positive constant. Eq. (2)
has been used extensively in continuous resource allocation theory (e.g., [76,91,2,3,92,93]). In fact, Monma et al. [76]
pointed out that k = 1 corresponds to many actual government and industrial operations and the k = 0.5 case arises
from very large scale integration (VLSI) circuit design, where the product of the silicon area (resource) and the square
of time spent equals a constant value (the workload) for an individual job.
Due to the fact that the case of constant job processing times is a special case of the linear resource consumption
function given by Eq. (1), when uij = 0, any problem which isNP-hard with constant processing times is alsoNP-
hard for the case of linearly controllable processing times. Since the convex resource consumption function given by
Eq. (2) is not locally bounded, however, we have to note that it is not straightforward that anNP-hard problem for
the case of constant processing times will remain so if the processing times are controllable via Eq. (2).
We will use and extend the standard three ﬁeld notation || introduced by Graham et al. [32] for scheduling
problems, and refer the reader to this paper for any missing deﬁnitions. The  ﬁeld describes the machine environment.
For example, if 1 appears in the  ﬁeld, it means that we deal with a single machine scheduling problem, and if
Pm appears in the  ﬁeld, it means that we consider a set of m identical parallel machines. The  ﬁeld exhibits the
processing characteristics and constraints. For example, if rj is speciﬁed in the ﬁeld, it implies that the job release
times are not all equal, and if dscr appears in the  ﬁeld, it means that we deal with a discrete type of resource. We
also include in the  ﬁeld the information needed about the type of resource consumption function used. For example,
if lin appears in this ﬁeld, it means that a linear resource consumption function given by Eq. (1) is assumed, and conv
means that we assume Eq. (2) represents the accurate resource consumption function. Special cases of these functions
and controllable release times will also be described in . We also put the upper bound constraints into the  ﬁeld for
problems P2 and P3. The  ﬁeld contains the optimizing criteria. For problems P4, we include both criteria here. For
example, 1|lin,∑nj=1vjuj U |Cmax denotes the P2-type problem of minimizing the makespan on a single machine
with linearly compressible processing times (resource consumption function) subject to the total weighted resource
consumption not exceeding a given upper bound U .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a survey of results for single machine problems.
It is divided into subsections, based on the scheduling criterion used forF1. Section 3 surveysmulti-machine scheduling
problems with controllable job processing times. The division of Section 3 into subsections reﬂects the consideration
of different machine conﬁgurations. Concluding remarks along with suggestions for future research are presented in
the last section.
2. Single machine scheduling with controllable processing times
In the single machine framework, each schedule is speciﬁed by a job sequence  ∈ , where  is the set of all n!
possible permutations of the n jobs, and by a vector of resource allocations u= (u1, u2, . . . , un). In Section 2.1 we will
review scheduling problems in which F1 = fmax. Section 2.2 is devoted to problems with F1 =∑nj=1wjCj , while the
problems with F1 =∑nj=1wjUj appear in Section 2.3. The last two subsections consider scheduling problems with
batching and due date assignment, respectively.
2.1. Maximum penalty criterion (F1 = fmax)
We consider scheduling problems with controllable processing times where the scheduling criterion is F1 = fmax =
maxj∈J fj (Cj ) and fj (Cj ) is a non-decreasing (regular) function. We start with some simple problems which do not
seem to have been covered in the literature.
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For some scheduling problems on a single machine with F1 = fmax, the optimal job sequence is independent of the
job processing times. For example, the problem of minimizing themakespan on a single machine, 1‖Cmax, has the same
objective value for each  ∈ , or the optimal job sequence for the 1‖Lmax, 1‖Tmax problems is to arrange the jobs in
EDD order (i.e., in a non-decreasing order of due dates). Since the EDD job sequence is independent of the processing
time values, this is the optimal job sequence for any feasible resource allocation. Similarly, the 1|rj |Cmax problem is
solved by sequencing the jobs in non-decreasing order of their release times. In all these cases, the scheduling problems
with controllable processing times reduce to resource allocation problems.As a result, the P1–P3 versions of the above
problems with controllable job processing reduce to either a linear or a convex programming problem (depending on
the type of resource consumption function used).
The linear programming problem that 1|lin,∑nj=1vjuj U |Cmax reduces to is tominimize∑nj=1(pj−ajuj ) subject
to
∑n
j=1vjuj U , or equivalently, maximize
∑n
j=1ajuj subject to
∑n
j=1vjuj U . This is a continuous knapsack
problem and therefore can be solved in O(n log n) time by ordering the jobs into non-decreasing aj /vj order and
packing them greedily in this order until we reach
∑n
j=1 vjuj = U . This implies that the knapsack has at most n
different solution sets over varying U values, and therefore we can easily obtain all the Pareto points too. This yields
the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The P4-type problem 1|lin|(Cmax,∑nj=1vjuj ) and its versions P1–P3 are solvable in O(n log n) time.
An anonymous reviewer has brought it to our attention that some of the problems in the above theorem have been
studied in [51]. Unfortunately, we were unable to gain access to this paper. Janiak and Lichtenstein [57] extended the
continuous-knapsack-based approach for minimizing the makespan in the presence of resource-dependent setup times.
It also follows from the above discussion that the integer programming problem that 1|lin, dscr,∑nj=1vjuj U | Cmax
is equivalent to is a discrete knapsack problem, which is known to beNP-hard in the ordinary sense even if aj = a
for j = 1, . . . , n. It is also easy to observe that the 1|lin, dscr, aj = a, CmaxK|∑nj=1vjuj problem isNP-hard (see
also [52]).
In order to solve the 1|conv|(Cmax,∑nj=1vjuj )problem,weneed tominimize∑nj=1(j /uj )k subject to∑nj=1vjuj=
U for any positive value ofU . By applying the Lagrangianmethod, it is easy to verify that the optimal resource allocation
is given by the following equation for j = 1, . . . , n:
uj = (j )
k/(k+1)/(vj )1/(k+1)∑n
i=1(i )k/(k+1)/(vi)1/(k+1)
× U , (3)
and the following curve represents the efﬁcient frontier
Cmax =
(∑n
i=1(i )k/(k+1)/(vi)1/(k+1)
U
)k
×
n∑
j=1
(vjj )
k/(k+1)
. (4)
This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The P4-type problem 1|conv|(Cmax,∑nj=1vjuj ) and its versions P1–P3 are solvable in O(n) time.
For problemswhere the optimal sequence does not depend on the (controllable) processing times, their corresponding
versions of type P1, P2 and P3 reduce either to a linear or to a convex programming problem depending on the resource
consumption function.Vickson [105] showed that for a continuous typeof resource, the linear programmingproblem that
1|lin|Tmax +∑nj=1vjuj reduces to is equivalent to a production-inventory problem that can be solved in O(n2) time. He
also showed that the problem becomesNP-hard with a discrete resource. Chen et al. [9] proved that the 1|dscr|Tmax +∑n
j=1vjuj problem isNP-hard, even if dj = d for j = 1, . . . , n, and presented a pseudo-polynomial optimization
algorithm for its solution. Chen et al. also gave similar results for the 1|dscr, rj |Cmax+∑nj=1vjuj problem. Janiak [42]
showed that the 1|lin,∑nj=1uj U |Lmax problem can be solved in O(n2) time even with precedence constraints [41],
and Janiak and Kovalyov [53] presented an O(n log n) time optimization algorithm for the 1|lin, Lmax0|∑nj=1vjuj
problem. Janiak and Kovalyov also showed that if the resource is discrete, then the problem becomesNP-hard. For
this case, they provided a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS), and also showed that the special case
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where aj =a and vj = v for j =1, . . . , n can be solved in O(n log n) time.VanWassenhove and Baker [110] presented
a greedy algorithm for the 1|lin|(Tmax,∑nj=1vjuj ) problem. They showed that the greedy algorithm constructs the
efﬁcient frontier in O(n2) time. They also provided an O(n3) time optimization algorithm for the special case of the
1|lin|(fmax,∑nj=1vjuj ) problem where f is piecewise linear and fj (t)fj+1(t) for all t0 and 1jn − 1.
Daniels [24] extended Van Wassenhove and Baker’s [110] research by studying how speciﬁed limits on individual
job tardiness affect optimal sequencing and the optimal resource allocation. He also considered the case when multiple
resources are available for processing time control. Daniels developed constructive procedures to identify the job
sequence and resource allocation which minimize the total amount of resource required to satisfy imposed limits on
maximum and individual job tardiness. Similar toVanWassenhove and Baker, Daniels constructed the efﬁcient frontier
that represents the trade-off curve between the maximal tardiness and the minimum amount of resource required.
Hoogeveen andWoeginger [38] extendedVanWassenhove andBaker’s [110] results by providing anO(L2n4) algorithm
for the 1|lin|(fmax,∑nj=1vjuj ) problem for regular and piecewise linear fj functions, where L denotes the number of
linear pieces needed to describe all fj functions for j = 1, . . . , n, yielding a polynomial time algorithm if all penalty
functions are described explicitly. Hoogeveen andWoeginger [38] also showed that if the penalty functions are described
implicitly the problem becomes stronglyNP-hard.
For a discrete type of resource and non-decreasing functions fj (Cj ) for j = 1, . . . , n, Janiak and Kovalyov
[52] provided O(n log n) time optimization algorithms for the 1|lin, dscr, fmaxK|∑nj=1uj and the 1|lin, aj =
a, dscr, fmaxK|∑nj=1vjuj problems and an O(n log n log(max{fj (∑ni=1bi)})) time optimization algorithm to solve
the 1|lin, dscr,∑nj=1uj U |fmax and the 1|lin, aj = a, dscr,∑nj=1vjuj U |fmax problems. Cheng et al. [15] gave
a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the 1|lin, dscr, fmaxK|∑nj=1vjuj problem in O(n(∑nj=1vj j )2) time,
where j is the number of different possible processing times for job j. They also presented an O(n3/	2 + n3 log n +
n log(max(vj j ))) time 	-approximation algorithm for the same problem. They showed that the 1|lin, dscr,∑nj=1vjuj
U |fmax problem can be solved in O(n(∑nj=1vj j )2 log(max{fj (∑ni=1bi)})) time. They proved that the set of
Pareto optimal points for the 1|lin, dscr|(fmax,∑nj=1vjuj ) problem can also be constructed in O(n(∑nj=1vj j )2
log(max{fj (∑ni=1bi)})) time per Pareto point and showed that an approximation set which contains a point within an
	-factor for every Pareto point can be found in O((n3/	2 +n3 log n+n log(max(vj j )))log(1+	/2)(max{fj (
∑n
i=1bi)}))
time.
Shabtay [92] provided an O(n3) time optimization algorithm to solve the 1|conv,∑nj=1uj U |Lmax problem by
representing the resource allocation problem on a ﬁxed job sequence as a variation of the longest path problem in a
directed acyclic graph. The results of most of the research papers in scheduling with controllable processing times
are limited to deal with a very speciﬁc type of resource consumption function as given by either Eq. (1) or Eq. (2).
Yedidsion et al. [111] showed that Shabtay’s [92] method to solve 1|conv,∑nj=1uj U |Lmax can be extended to deal
with a more general type of convex, decreasing resource consumption function by providing an O(n3) algorithm to
solve the 1|conv|(Lmax,∑nj=1uj ) problem.
Shabtay [92] studied the case of a two-resource allocation problem to minimize the maximum lateness on a single
machine.He showed for the 1|conv,∑nj=1u1j U1,∑nj=1u2j U2|Lmax problem that a dual 	-approximation solution,
i.e., a solution that reaches the minimum Lmax value while using at most (1 + 	) times the allowable resources, can be
found in O(n3 log(1/	)) time, where uij is the amount of resource type i (i = 1, 2) assigned to job j (j = 1, . . . , n) and
pj = max((1j /u1j )k, (2j /u2j )k).
In Table 1, we present a summary of complexity results for the single machine scheduling problem with controllable
job processing times and F1 = fmax for rj = 0 for j = 1, . . . , n.
The 1|rj |Lmax problem is stronglyNP-hard (see [72]). For the version of this problem with delivery times and
linearly controllable processing times, Zdrzalka [113] gave a polynomial time approximation algorithm with a worst-
case approximation ratio 116 . Zdrzalka’s result was based on the
4
3 -approximation guarantee given by Hall and Shmoys
[34] for the same problem with constant processing times.
Janiak [39,47] introduced a version of the problemwhere the release times of the jobs are controllable by consuming a
continuous resource. The situation arises, for example, in steel mills where ingots have to be heated up before hot-rolling
and the preheating time for an ingot is dependent on gas ﬂow intensity. Janiak [39] analyzed the 1|rj = f (urj )|Cmax
problem, i.e., minimizing the makespan on a single machine when the job release times are controlled by a positive,
strictly decreasing resource consumption function f (urj ). For the case when f (urj ) = rj − urj with 0urj urj for
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Table 1
Summary of complexity results for the single machine problem with controllable processing times F1 = fmax and equal ﬁxed release dates
Problem Complexity Ref.
1|lin|(Cmax,∑nj=1vj uj ) O(n log n) Theorem 1
1|conv|(Cmax,∑nj=1vj uj ) O(n) Theorem 2
1|lin, dscr, pj = p,
∑n
j=1vj uj U |Cmax NP-hard [52]
1|lin, dscr, pj = p,CmaxK|
∑n
j=1vj uj NP-hard [52]
1|lin|Tmax +∑nj=1vj uj O(n2) [105]
1|lin, dscr|Tmax +∑nj=1vj uj NP-hard [105,9]
1|dscr, dj = d|Tmax +∑nj=1vj uj NP-hard, pseudo-poly. [9]
1|dscr|Tmax +∑nj=1vj uj NP-hard, pseudo-poly. [9]
1|dscr|Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj NP-hard, pseudo-poly. [9]
1|lin,∑nj=1uj U |Lmax and 1|lin, prec,∑nj=1uj U |Lmax O(n2) [41,42]
1|lin, Lmax0|∑nj=1vj uj O(n log n) [53]
1|lin, dscr, fmaxK|∑nj=1vj uj NP-hard, FPTAS [53,15]
1|lin, dscr, aj = a, Lmax0|∑nj=1vuj O(n log n) [53]
1|lin, dscr, Lmax0|∑nj=1uj O(n log n) [53]
1|lin, dscr,∑nj=1uj U |fmax O(n log n log(max{fj (∑ni=1bi)})) [52]
1|lin, aj = a, dscr,∑nj=1vj uj U |fmax O(n log n log(max{fj (∑ni=1bi)})) [52]
1|lin|(Tmax,∑nj=1vj uj ) O(n2) [110]
1|lin|(fmax,∑nj=1vj uj ) O(L2n4)a [38]
1|lin, dscr, fmaxK|∑nj=1uj O(n log n)b [52]
1|lin, aj = a, dscr, fmaxK|∑nj=1vj uj O(n log n)b [52]
1|conv|(Lmax,∑nj=1uj ) O(n3)c [111]
1|conv,∑nj=1u1j U1,∑nj=1u2j U2|Lmax O(n3 log(1/	))d [92]
afj is regular and piecewise linear and L is the number of linear pieces in fj .
bfj is regular.
cpj (uj ) is a general convex function.
dpj = max((1j /u1j )k, (2j /u2j )k).
j =1, . . . , n, Janiak [47,49] proved that the 1|rj =rj −urj , CmaxK|
∑
urj problem is stronglyNP-hard.Wang and
Cheng [108] suggested and evaluated some heuristics for solving the 1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj |Cmax +
∑n
j=1vjuj +∑n
j=1cr(r − rj ) problem, i.e., a problem where both release dates and processing times are linear, strictly decreasing
functions of the amount of resource consumed, with 0urj urj , and cr is the cost of reducing the release time by one
unit. Shakhlevich and Strusevich [100] have studied the makespan problem for the following resource consumption
and resource cost functions both for release dates and processing times:
• Controllable processing speed, which is a special case of the resource consumption function given by Eq. (2) with
k=1, and the resource allocation is constrained to be equal for all jobs, i.e.,pj (u)=wj/u. The resource consumption
cost is given by cp × uq where cp is a given positive constant and q is a given positive integer. This problem is
denoted by 1|rj , pj = wj/u|(Cmax)q1 + cpuq2 .
• Controllable processing times, where the processing times are given by Eq. (1) with aj = 1 and the resource
consumption cost is given by
∑n
j=1vjuj . This corresponds to 1|rj , lin, aj = 1|(Cmax)q1 +
∑n
j=1vjuj .
• Controllable release speed, where rj (ur)=rj /ur , and the resource consumption cost is given by cr ×uqr , where cr is
a given positive constant and q is a given positive integer. The corresponding problems are 1|rj =rj /ur |(Cmax)q1 +
cr × uq2r and 1|lin, aj = 1, rj = rj /ur |(Cmax)q1 +
∑n
j=1vjuj + cr × uq2r .• Controllable release times, where rj (urj )=rj −urj with 0urj urj for j=1, . . . , n, and the resource consumption
cost is given by
∑n
j=1vrj urj . This general problem corresponds to 1|pj =wj/u, rj = rj −urj | (Cmax)q1 + cpuq2 +∑n
j=1vrj urj .
In Table 2, we present a summary of complexity results for the single machine scheduling problem with controllable
job processing times and release dates for F1 = fmax. Since for the case of constant processing times and release
dates, the makespan problem is solvable in O(n log n) time by ordering the jobs in a non-decreasing order of rj , the
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Table 2
Summary of complexity results for the single machine problem with controllable processing times and release dates for F1 = fmax
Problem Complexity Ref.
1|lin, rj , aj = 1|Lmax StronglyNP-hard, 11/6-approx [113]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj |Cmax +
∑n
j=1vj uj +
∑n
j=1cr (r − rj ) StronglyNP-hard [49]
1|conv, rj = (rj /urj )k |(Cmax,
∑n
j=1uj +
∑n
j=1urj ) Open [65]
1|rj , pj = wj/u|(Cmax)q1 + cpuq2 O(n log n) [100]
1|rj , lin, aj = 1|(Cmax)q1 +∑nj=1vj uj O(n2) [100]
1|rj = rj /ur |(Cmax)q1 + cr × uq2r O(n log n) [100]
1|pj = wj/u, rj = rj /ur |(Cmax)q1 + cpuq2 +
∑n
j=1cr × uq2r O(n log n) [100]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = rj /ur |(Cmax)q1 +
∑n
j=1vj uj + cr × uq2r O(n3) [100]
1|rj = rj − urj |(Cmax)q1 +
∑n
j=1vrj urj StronglyNP-hard [100]
1|rj = rj − urj |(Cmax)q1 +
∑n
j=1vrurj NP-hard , pseudo-poly.a [100]
1|pj = wj/u, rj = rj − urj |(Cmax)q1 + cpuq2 +
∑n
j=1vrurj NP-hard, pseudo-poly. [100]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = rj − urj |(Cmax)q1 +
∑n
j=1vj uj +
∑n
j=1vrurj NP-hard, pseudo-poly. [100]
1|rj = r − urj , r = r − ur , r − r
∑n
j=1pj |(Cmax)q1 +
∑n
j=1vrj urj O(n ×
∑n
j=1pj ) [100]
1|rj = r − urj , r = r − ur |(Cmax)q1 +
∑n
j=1vrj urj O(n2 × maxj=1,...,npj ×
∑n
j=1pj ) [100]
1|rj = r − urj , r = r − ur |(Cmax)q1 +
∑n
j=1vrurj O(n log n) [100]
1|pj = wj/u, rj = r − urj , r = r − ur |(Cmax)q1 + cpuq2 +
∑n
j=1vrurj O(n log n) [100]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj , r = r − ur |Cmax +
∑n
j=1vj uj +
∑n
j=1vrj urj O(n3) [18]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj , r = r − ur |Cmax +
∑n
j=1vuj +
∑n
j=1vrurj O(n2) [18]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj , r = r − ur |Cmax +
∑n
j=1vuj +
∑n
j=1vrurj O(n log n)b [18]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj ,|(Cmax,
∑n
j=1vuj +
∑n
j=1vrurj ) O(n2)b [18]
1|conv, rj = (rj /urj )k |(Cmax,
∑n
j=1uj +
∑n
j=1urj ) O(n log n)c [65]
aEven for rj = r and ur = ur .
bFor agreeable processing times (p1p2 , . . . , pn and p1p2 , . . . , pn where pj = pj − uj ).
cIf j =  for j = 1, . . . , n; or rj = r for j = 1, . . . , n; or j /rj =  for j = 1, . . . , n; or inversely agreeable j and rj values; or inversely
agreeable j and rj /j values.
problem with constant release dates reduces either to a linear programming or to a convex resource allocation problem
depending on the type of the resource consumption function. Shakhlevich and Strusevich [100] gave an O(n log n)
time optimization algorithm for the case of controllable processing speed, while for controllable processing times,
Nowicki and Zdrzalka [86] gave an O(n2) optimization algorithm. For the case of controllable release speed, we can
observe that for any ur value, ordering the jobs in non-decreasing order of rj yields the required optimal job sequence,
which is a non-decreasing order of rj and again the problem reduces to a resource allocation problem, which can be
solved in O(n log n) time for both cases of constant processing times and controllable processing speeds. For the case
of controllable processing times the problem is solvable in O(n3) time.
In contrast to the case of constant release dates and controllable release speeds, where the optimal job sequence is
independent of the resource allocation, in the case of controllable release dates, the optimal job sequence depends on
the resource allocated to each release date operation, making the problem harder to solve. Shakhlevich and Strusevich
[100] showed that this problem is stronglyNP-hard even if all processing times are constant, since it is reducable
to the well-known 1||∑nj=1wjTj problem [68] with wj = vrj . The problem admits a pseudo-polynomial algorithm if
wj = w (i.e., vrj = v) for j = 1, . . . , n (see [68] and [26]). Shakhlevich and Strusevich also studied the special case
where the release dates have the same upper and lower bounds, i.e., rj = r and rj − urj = rj = r for j = 1, . . . , n.
In the analysis, they distinguish between two versions of the problem: the unrestricted one for which r − r∑nj=1pj
and the restricted one in which r − r <∑nj=1pj . They showed that in both cases the problem is stillNP-hard even
for the case of constant processing times, and presented two pseudo-polynomial optimization algorithms to solve the
problem for both cases. If vrj =v for j =1, . . . , n in addition to common upper and lower bounds for the release dates,
the problem is solvable in O(n log n) time for the case of constant processing times and also for the case of controllable
processing speeds. For the case of controllable processing times, Cheng et al. [18] showed that the problem is solvable
in O(n3) for arbitrary vj values and in O(n2) if vj = v for j = 1, . . . , n. For the case of agreeable processing times
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(p1p2 , . . . , pn and p1p2 , . . . , pn where pj = pj − uj ) and vj = v for j = 1, . . . , n the computational
time can be further reduced to O(n log n) time. Cheng et al. [18] studied also the bicriteria version of the problem,
i.e., the 1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj ,|(Cmax,
∑n
j=1vuj +
∑n
j=1vrurj ) with agreeable processing times and provided an
O(n2) optimization algorithm to construct the efﬁcient frontier.
Kaspi and Shabtay [65] study the 1|conv, rj = (rj /urj )k|(Cmax,
∑n
j=1uj +
∑n
j=1urj ) problem with controllable
release times, where rj is a positive parameter for j = 1, . . . , n. They show that the optimal resource allocation as a
function of the job sequence can be determined in linear time, and prove that the optimal job sequence is independent
of the total amount of resources used. Thereby, it is possible to reduce the problem to a sequencing one. Although
the computational complexity of the reduced sequencing problem remains an open question, their study identiﬁes
ﬁve special cases that are solvable in polynomial time (see footnote in Table 2). They also provide an exact dynamic
programming algorithm to solve the sequencing problem. For large-scale problems, they present a very simple heuristic
algorithm that on average has a deviation less than 0.3% from the optimal solution.
2.2. Sum of weighted completion times criterion (F1 =∑nj=1wjCj )
It is well known [103] that the 1||∑nj=1wjCj problem is solvable in O(n log n) time by sorting the jobs in a non-
decreasing order of pj/wj . However, the problem becomes harder to solve with controllable job processing times.
Wan et al. [107] and Hoogeveen and Woeginger [38] proved that the 1|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1wjCj +∑nj=1vjuj problem
is NP-hard. Janiak et al. [54] observed that this problem remains NP-hard even if uj = pj for j = 1, . . . , n
since it is polynomially equivalent to a positive half-product minimization problem which is known to beNP-hard.
Janiak et al. [54] also proposed two FPTAS-s to solve the special case of the problem where uj = pj by generalizing
the FPTAS proposed for the half-product minimization in [4]. The ﬁrst FPTAS runs in O(n2 logP/	) time, where
P =∑nj=1pj , and the other one requires in O(n2 logW/	) time, where W =∑nj=1wj . The question whether the
general 1|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1wjCj +∑nj=1vjuj problem is strongly or ordinaryNP-hard is still open when uj <pj
for some j. For the same problem, Vickson [106] proved that there exists an optimal schedule with the following
all-or-none property: the processing time of each job j ∈ J is either fully reduced, i.e., pj = pj − uj or not reduced
at all, i.e., pj = pj . By exploiting the all-or-none property, Vickson [106] provided branch and bound optimization
and heuristic algorithms to solve the problem. Although Vickson dealt only with the case aj = 1 for j = 1, . . . , n, it
is easy to see that Vickson’s [106] results are also applicable for arbitrary aj values. Cheng et al. [15] proved that the
1|lin, dscr,∑nj=1vjuj U |∑nj=1wjCj and the 1|lin, dscr,∑nj=1wjCj K|∑nj=1vjuj problems are alsoNP-hard.
Shabtay and Kaspi [93] studied the 1|conv,∑nj=1uj U |∑nj=1wjCj problem with resource consumption function
(2). They proved that the optimal resource allocation as a function of the job sequence can be determined by the
following equation for j = 1, . . . , n:
u∗[j ] =
([j ])k/(k+1) × (∑ni=jw[i])1/(k+1)∑n
i=1([i])k/(k+1) × (
∑n
l=iw[l])1/(k+1)
× U , (5)
where [j] represents the job in the jth position in the sequence. As a result, they were able to show that the objective
value under an optimal resource allocation strategy is
n∑
j=1
wjCj (,u
∗) =
⎛
⎜⎝ n∑
j=1
([j ])k/(k+1) ×
⎛
⎝ n∑
i=j
w[j ]
⎞
⎠
1/(k+1)⎞⎟⎠
k+1
× U−k , (6)
and therefore the problem reduces to the following sequencing problem: ﬁnd the job sequence which minimizes∑n
j=1([j ])k/(k+1) × (
∑n
i=jw[j ])1/(k+1). Although the computational complexity of this sequencing problem remains
open, Shabtay and Kaspi presented some special cases when the problem is solvable in polynomial time (see foot-
note in Table 3). They also provided an exact dynamic programming algorithm and heuristic algorithms to solve the
problem. Since the sequencing problem is independent of U, Shabtay and Kaspi’s results can be easily extended to the
1|conv|(∑nj=1wjCj ,∑nj=1uj ) problem.
Vickson [105] studied the 1|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1Cj +∑nj=1vjuj problem and observed that the objective value can be
represented as
∑n
j=1p[j ](n − j + 1 − v[j ]) plus a constant. As a result, it is easy to show that there exists an optimal
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Table 3
Summary of complexity results for the single machine problem with F1 =∑nj=1wjCj
Problem Complexity Ref.
1|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1wjCj +∑nj=1vj uj NP-hard [38,107]
1|lin, aj = 1, uj = pj |
∑n
j=1wjCj +
∑n
j=1vj uj NP-hard, FPTAS [54]
1|lin, dscr,∑nj=1vj uj U |∑nj=1wjCj NP-hard [15]
1|lin, dscr,∑nj=1wjCj K|∑nj=1vj uj NP-hard [15]
1|conv,∑nj=1uj U |∑nj=1wjCj Open [93]
1|conv,∑nj=1uj U |∑nj=1wjCj O(n log n)a [93]
1|lin|∑nj=1Cj +∑nj=1vj uj O(n3) [105] and Corollary 1
1|lin, aj = 1, uj = pj |
∑n
j=1Cj +
∑n
j=1vj uj O(n2) [54]
1|dscr|∑nj=1Cj +∑nj=1vj uj O(n3) [9]
1|lin, dscr, aj = a, pj = p,
∑n
j=1vj uj U |
∑n
j=1Cj O(n log n) [15]
1|lin, dscr, aj = a, pj = p,
∑n
j=1Cj K|
∑n
j=1vj uj O(n log n log(
∑n
j=1j )) [15]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj , urj = ur |
∑n
j=1Cj +
∑n
j=1vj uj +
∑n
j=1vrj urj NP-hardc [19]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj , urj = ur |
∑n
j=1Cj +
∑n
j=1vuj +
∑n
j=1vrj urj Openc [19]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj , urj = ur |
∑n
j=1Cj +
∑n
j=1vj uj +
∑n
j=1vrurj O(n3)c [19]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj , urj = ur |
∑n
j=1Cj +
∑n
j=1vuj +
∑n
j=1vrurj O(n2)c [19]
1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj , urj = ur |
∑n
j=1Cj +
∑n
j=1vuj +
∑n
j=1vrurj O(n log n)d [19]
1|pj = pj + j /uj ,
∑n
j=1uj U |
∑n
j=1Cj Open [71]
1|pj = p + j /uj ,∑nj=1uj U |∑nj=1Cj O(n log n) [71]
1|pj = pj + /uj ,
∑n
j=1uj U |
∑n
j=1Cj O(n log n) [71]
1|conv|(∑nj=1Cj ,∑nj=1uj ) O(n log n) [93]
1|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1(Cj − C)2 +
∑nj=1f (uj ) NP-hard, pseudo-polyb [83]
1|lin, aj = 1|1∑ni=1∑nj=i |Ci − Cj | + 2∑nj=1Cj + 3∑nj=1vj uj O(n3) [109]
1|lin, aj = 1|1∑ni=1∑nj=i |Wi − Wj | + 2∑nj=1Wj + 3∑nj=1vj uj O(n3) [109]
1|lin, aj = 1, uj = u|1∑ni=1∑nj=i |Ci − Cj | + 2∑nj=1Cj + 3∑nj=1vuj O(n log n) [109]
1|lin, aj = 1, uj = u|1∑ni=1∑nj=i |Ci − Cj | + 2∑nj=1Cj + 3∑nj=1vuj O(n log n) [109]
aIf j =  for j = 1, . . . , n; or wj/j =  for j = 1, . . . , n; or inversely agreeable j and wj values; or inversely agreeable j and
(j )k/(k+1)/(wj )1/(k+1) values.
bFor agreeable pj and pj − aj uj values, where f (uj ) is any convex non-decreasing function of uj .
cFor the unrestricted case where r − r∑nj=1pj .
dFor agreeable pj and pj − aj uj values and r − r
∑n
j=1pj .
schedule where p[j ] is set to its maximal value if v[j ] >n − j + 1 and to its minimal value if v[j ]n − j + 1. If
we deﬁne the optimal processing time for job j if it is assigned to position i of the job sequence as p∗ij , we get that
the objective value is F1 =∑ni=1∑nj=1p∗ij (n − i + 1 − vj ) under an optimal resource allocation. Naturally, each job
must be assigned to a single position and each position must be assigned only once. Therefore, the problem reduces
to a linear assignment problem, which can be solved in O(n3) time. Vickson’s [105] result can be easily extended to
arbitrary aj values by replacing vj by vj /aj . As a result, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. The 1|lin|∑nj=1Cj +∑nj=1vjuj problem is solvable in O(n3) time.
Janiak et al. [54] showed that the time complexity of the algorithm for the 1|lin|∑nj=1Cj +∑nj=1vjuj problem
can be reduced to O(n2) if aj = 1 and uj = pj for j = 1, . . . , n. Lee [70] performed sensitivity analysis on the
optimal solution of the 1|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1Cj +∑nj=1vjuj problem identifying the ranges of job processing times
in which the optimal job sequence remains unchanged. Chen et al. [9] showed that Vickson’s method can also be
used to solve the 1|dscr|∑nj=1Cj + ∑nj=1vjuj problem in O(n3) time. Cheng et al. [15] proved that if aj = a
and pj = p for j = 1, . . . , n, then the 1|lin, dscr,
∑n
j=1uj U |
∑n
j=1Cj problem is solvable in O(n log n) time
and 1|lin, dscr,∑nj=1Cj K|∑nj=1uj is solvable in O(n log n log(∑nj=1j )) time, where j is again the number of
different possible processing times for job j.
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Cheng et al. [19] have shown that the 1|lin, aj = 1, rj = rj − urj |
∑n
j=1Cj +
∑n
j=1vjuj +
∑n
j=1vrj urj problem
isNP-hard even for the special case where the release dates have the same upper and lower bounds, i.e., rj = r and
rj − urj = rj = r for j = 1, . . . , n and r − r
∑n
j=1pj . However, if in addition vrj = vr for j = 1, . . . , n, then the
problem is solvable in O(n3) time by a reduction to an assignment problem. The time complexity is further reduced to
O(n2) if vj = v for j = 1, . . . , n and to O(n log n) if vj = v for j = 1, . . . , n and the processing times are agreeable
(p1p2 , . . . , pn and p1p2 , . . . , pn, where pj = pj − uj ).
Lee and Lei [71] studied the sum-of-completion-times problem with convex resource consumption function pj =
pj +j /uj . They conjectured that the 1|pj =pj +j /uj ,
∑n
j=1uj U |
∑n
j=1Cj problem isNP-hard and presented
O(n log n) time algorithms for the special caseswhenpj =p for j=1, 2, . . . , n or j = for j=1, 2, . . . , n. Shabtay and
Kaspi [93] analyzed the 1|conv,∑nj=1uj U |∑nj=1Cj problem with resource consumption function (2) and showed
that it is solvable in O(n log n) time by ﬁrst ordering the jobs in a non-decreasing order of j and then by allocating
the resource according to Eq. (5) with wj = 1 for j = 1, . . . , n. The minimal objective value is then obtained from Eq.
(6) (again with wj = 1 for j = 1, . . . , n), thus also providing a complete solution for the 1|conv|(∑nj=1Cj ,∑nj=1uj )
problem in O(n log n) time.
In Table 3, we present a summary of complexity results for single machine scheduling problems with controllable
job processing times and F1 =∑nj=1wjCj or an F1 which is the (weighted) sum of functions involving the completion
times.
Ng et al. [83] have studied the problem of minimizing a weighted linear combination of the completion time variance
(CTV) and the total resource consumption cost for a linear connection between job processing time and resource
consumption as given by Eq. (1) (with aj =1 for j=1, . . . , n), and a convex non-decreasing resource consumption cost.
Since the classical CTV problem was proven to beNP-hard by Kubiak [67], this is also the complexity of the problem
studied by Ng et al. [83]. For the agreeable conditionp1p2 · · · pn andp1−a1u1p2−a2u2 · · · pn−anun,
Ng et al. [83] have presented an O(nU(U − L + 1)(U − L + n)) pseudo-polynomial time optimization algorithm
to solve the problem, where U =∑nj=1pj and L =∑nj=1(pj − ajuj ). Although Ng et al. proved that the problem
they studied isNP-hard in the ordinary sense under the agreeable condition, it is an open question whether a pseudo-
polynomial solution exists for the general case too. However, for the general case, they succeed to provide a tight lower
bound for the optimal objective value. This lower bound was used to examine the efﬁciency of two different heuristic
algorithms. Wang and Xia [109] showed that the 1|lin, aj = 1|1∑ni=1∑nj=i |Ci − Cj | + 2∑nj=1Cj + 3∑nj=1vjuj
and the 1|lin, aj = 1|1∑ni=1∑nj=i |Wi −Wj | + 2∑nj=1Wj + 3∑nj=1vjuj problems can be solved in O(n3) time by
adopting a similar approach to the one used byVickson [105], where Wj =Cj −pj is the waiting time of job j . Wang
and Xia also showed that if vj = v and uj = u for j = 1, . . . , n, then the time complexity can be reduced to O(n log n)
for both problems.
2.3. Weighted number of tardy jobs criterion (F1 =∑nj=1wjUj )
For the case of constant processing times, the 1|dj = d|∑nj=1wjUj problem isNP-hard [63]. As a result, we can
conclude that for the linear resource consumption function given by Eq. (1), problems P1–P4 are allNP-hard. The
1‖∑nj=1Uj problem with constant processing times is solvable in polynomial time [77]. Unfortunately, the problem
becomes harder to solve for the case of controllable processing times. Cheng et al. [11] proved that the 1|lin, dj =
d,
∑n
j=1Uj K|
∑n
j=1uj problem isNP-hard, and building on the results of Daniels and Sarin [25], they presented
a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm to solve the 1|lin|(∑nj=1Uj ,∑nj=1uj ) problem. Cheng et al. [13] proved that the
1|lin, dj =d, aj =1|∑nj=1vjuj +∑nj=1Uj problem isNP-hard. They presented both a pseudo-polynomial algorithm
and a FPTAS for themaximization problem1|lin, aj=1|∑nj=1wj(1−Uj)−∑nj=1vjuj , and also provided heuristics for
producing near-optimal solutions quickly. Cheng et al. [13] also noted that since all parameters are integers, there must
exist an optimal solution where all uj values are integers as well. Therefore, the complexity results given above are also
applicable for a discrete type of resource. Chen et al. [9] proved that the 1|dscr, dj =d|∑nj=1vjuj +∑nj=1Uj problem
isNP-hard and provided a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm to solve the 1|dscr|∑nj=1vjuj +∑nj=1wjUj problem.
He et al. [35] proved that the 1|lin, dscr,∑nj=1Uj K|∑nj=1vjuj isNP-hard in the ordinary sense. He et al. [35] also
studied some problems with minimizing the maximum resource consumption cost objective. They gave an O(n2 logW)
optimization algorithm for the 1|lin, aj =1,∑nj=1Uj K|maxj=1,...,nvjuj problem, whereW =maxj=1,...,nvjuj and
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Table 4
Summary of complexity results for the single machine problem with F1 =∑nj=1wjUj
Problem Complexity Ref.
1|lin, dj = d,∑nj=1Uj K|∑nj=1uj NP-harda [11]
1|lin|(∑nj=1Uj ,∑nj=1uj ) NP-harda, pseudo-poly [11]
1|lin, dj = d, aj = 1|∑nj=1vj uj +∑nj=1Uj NP-harda [13]
1|lin, dj = d, aj = 1|∑nj=1vj uj +∑nj=1wjUj NP-harda [13]
1|dscr, dj = d|∑nj=1vj uj +∑nj=1Uj NP-hard [9]
1|dscr|∑nj=1vj uj +∑nj=1wjUj NP-hard, pseudo-poly [9]
1|lin, dscr,∑nj=1Uj K|∑nj=1vj uj NP-hard, pseudo-poly [35]
1|lin, aj = 1,∑nj=1Uj K|maxj=1,...,nvj uj O(n2 logW)b [35]
1|dscr, lin, aj = 1,∑nj=1Uj K|maxj=1,...,nvj uj O(n2 log(nl))c [35]
aThe results are applicable both for continuous and discrete type of resource.
bW = maxj=1,...,nvj uj .
cl = maxj=1,...,nlj .
an O(n2 log(nl)) optimization algorithm for the 1|dscr, lin, aj = 1,∑nj=1Uj K|maxj=1,...,nvjuj problem, where lj
is the number of possible processing time values for job j for j = 1, . . . , n and l = maxj=1,...,nlj .
In Table 4, we present a summary of complexity results for the single machine scheduling problem with controllable
job processing times and F1 =∑nj=1wjUj .
2.4. Batch scheduling problems on a single machine
Modern technologies in ﬂexible manufacturing, for example, in a group technology (GT) environment, lead to new
types of scheduling problems in which jobs are processed in batches on a single machine. The main idea in GT is to
identify similar jobs and classify them into groups (batches) to take advantage of their similarities. A major setup is
needed for switching between two consecutive groups and a minor setup is needed for switching between jobs within
the same group. In order to specify the batching model in a GT environment, we will include GT in the  ﬁeld. In GT,
researchers used the job availability assumption where a job is considered completed when its processing is ﬁnished
irrespective when the other jobs in the group may be ﬁnished.
Janiak et al. [56,55] studied a batch scheduling problem in a GT environment with controllable setup (si) and job
processing times where group splitting is not allowed. In such an environment, a solution is speciﬁed by a batch
sequence, by a job sequence within each batch and by the resource allocation. In [56], they extended the continuous-
knapsack-based approach for minimizing the makespan with controllable family setup times, i.e., 1|GT, pj = pj −
ajuj , sf = sf − afi vf ,
∑
uj U,
∑
vf V |Cmax. Since Janiak et al. [55] used the sequence independent setup time
assumption, the minor setup time between two jobs in the same group can be included in the processing time of the
corresponding job. Janiak et al. further assumed in [55] that all jobs and setups are jointly compressible, i.e., all jobs use
the same amount of resource, denoted by u, and setups also use the same amount of resource, denoted by us . For both
a continuous and a discrete type of resource, their objective was to minimize the total weighted resource consumption,
subject to meeting job deadlines. Based on an earlier result [90] stating that if a feasible solution exists, there exists
an optimal schedule in which jobs of the same group are sequenced in the earliest due date (EDD) order, Janiak et
al. provided an O(gn2 log n) time optimization algorithm to solve the 1|GT, pj = pj − aju, si = si − asi us, v1us +
v2uU |Lmax problem and a O(gn2log2 max{n,maxj∈J (aj ), v1, v2, u, us}) time optimization algorithm to solve the
1|GT, dscr, pj = pj − aju, si = si − asi us, v1us + v2uU |Lmax problem, where g is the number of groups and
si = si − asi us is the resource consumption function for setups for group i (i = 1, . . . , g). For the case of constant
job processing times, Janiak et al. showed that the problem is solvable in O(n log n) time, while if the setup times are
constant parameters, the problem is solvable in O(gn2) time for both continuous and discrete type of resource. Ng
et al. [79] apply the model of Janiak et al. [55] to the case where F1 =∑nj=1wjCj . The corresponding problem with
constant job processing and setup times, i.e., 1|GT|∑nj=1wjCj is solvable in O(n log n) time by ordering the groups
in a non-decreasing order of Pf /Wf and the jobs within each group in a non-decreasing order of p(j,f )/w(j,f ), where
(j, f ) denotes the jth job of group f , Pf = sf +∑nfj=1p(j,f ), Wf =∑nfj=1w(j,f ) for f = 1, . . . , g and j = 1, . . . , nf ,
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and nf is the number of jobs in group f (see [90] for more detail of this model). Ng et al. [79] proved that if the resource
is continuous, independent of the batch and the job sequence, one should consider at most three candidate values for
the optimal resource allocation. Since we can calculate the setup and job processing times for each of these candidates,
the problem is reduced to three 1|GT|∑nj=1wjCj problems, which can be solved in O(n log n) time as described
above. As a result, the time complexity of the 1|GT, pj = pj − aju, si = si − asi us, v1us + v2uU |
∑n
j=1wjCj
problem is O(n log n). For a discrete type of resource, Ng et al. [79] presented an O((n + log2Nmax)n2 max{n, g4})
time optimization algorithm, where Nmax is the maximal numerical parameter in the problem. The algorithm basically
enumerates all the possible combinations of candidates for optimal group sequence and optimal job sequence within
each group.
Cheng and Kovalyov [17], Cheng et al. [16], Ng et al. [81] and Shabtay and Steiner [97] consider the following batch
scheduling problem with controllable job processing times: there is a single group of jobs which is to be processed
in batches on a single machine. Preceding the production of batch i is a setup time, si , which may or may not be
resource dependent. All jobs in a batch are considered to have been completed together at the completion time of the
last job in their batch, i.e., a batch of jobs is removed from the system at this common completion time. This model
of job completion times is called the batch availability model (BAM) and it is applicable in situations where jobs ﬂow
through processing facilities in containers, such as pallets, boxes or carts. The setup time may be needed, for example,
to remove the previous container, to install a new one and to perform some cleaning operations. In order to specify this
batching framework we will include BAM in the  ﬁeld. A schedule in the BAM model is speciﬁed by a job sequence,
the partition of the job sequence into ns batches (where ns is a decision variable), B = (B1, B2, . . . , Bns ), the job
resource allocations, u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) and the setup resource allocations, us=(us1 , us2 , . . . , usns ).
Cheng and Kovalyov [17] proved that the 1|lin,BAM, si = s, Lmax0|∑nj=1vjuj problem is NP-hard even if
dj = d, pj = p and uj = 1 for j = 1, . . . , n. They also presented a pseudo-polynomial algorithm, which solves
the 1|lin,BAM, si = s, Lmax0|∑nj=1vjuj problem in O(n∑nj=1uj min{dj , js +∑ni=1pi}) time. Cheng et al. [16]
studied a problem where both processing times and setups are resource dependent. They assumed that all jobs
and setups are jointly compressible, i.e., all jobs use the same amount of resource, and all setups use the same
amount of resource. Based on the fact that there exists an optimal solution in which the jobs are ordered accord-
ing to the EDD rule, they presented O(n7) and O(n5 log(max{n, v1, v2, u, us,maxj∈J aj , as})) time algorithms for the
1|BAM, pj = pj − aju, s = s − asus, Lmax0| v1nsus + v2u problem, and they also showed that if either the setup
time or the job processing times are ﬁxed parameters, then the problem can be solved in O(n4) time. They also gave
a O(n5 log(max{n, s,maxj∈J aj ,maxpj ,maxj∈J dj , as})) time algorithm to solve the P2-type 1|BAM, pj = pj −
aju, s = s − asus, v1nsus + v2uU |Lmax problem.
Ng et al. [81] studied the same scheduling environment as in [16] with a different objective. Based on the fact that
there exists an optimal SPT job sequence (i.e., a job sequence where the jobs are ordered in a non-decreasing order
of processing times), they presented an O(n3) optimization algorithm to solve the 1|BAM, pj = pj − aju, si = s −
asus, v1nsus + v2uU |∑nj=1Cj problem. For each possible value of ns ∈ {1, . . . , n}, their algorithm identiﬁes a set
of candidates for the optimal resource allocation, which may include no more than three candidates for an ns value.
For each candidate, the problem reduces to a 1|BAM, si = s|∑nj=1Cj problem, which can be solved by applying the
batching algorithm of Coffman et al. [23]. Based on the above results, Ng et al. [81] also presented an O(n3 logNmax)
optimization algorithm to solve the 1|BAM, pj =pj − aju, s = s − asus,
∑n
j=1Cj K|v1nsus + v2u problem, where
Nmax is the maximal numerical parameter value in the instance. Ng et al. [80] analyzed the case where different jobs
and different setups can consume different amounts of a resource. They provided some properties for the optimal
solution of the 1|BAM, lin, aj = 1, si = si − usi |
∑n
j=1Cj + v1
∑ns
i=1usi + v2
∑n
j=1uj and the 1|BAM, lin, aj = 1, si =
si − usi , v1
∑ns
i=1usi + v2
∑n
j=1uj U |
∑n
j=1Cj problems, but the computational complexity of the problems remains
open. They also identiﬁed the following polynomially solvable special cases: If the job processing times are ﬁxed, the
ﬁrst problem can be solved in O(n4) and the second one in O(n3) time. For agreeable upper and lower bounds on the
processing time values (i.e., agreeable pj and pj − uj values) the ﬁrst problem can be solved in O(n5) and the second
one in O(n3 log n) time. If in addition to agreeable upper and lower bounds on the processing times, all setup times are
ﬁxed, then the ﬁrst problem is solvable in O(n4) while the second one in O(n3) time.
Shabtay and Steiner [97] studied the case where the job processing times are controllable via Eq. (2) and setup times
are also controllable by the resource consumption functions si = (s/usi )k for i = 1, . . . , ns . The objective was either
to minimize
∑n
j=1Cj subject to
∑n
j=1uj +
∑ns
i=1usi U , or to minimize
∑n
j=1Cj + v(
∑n
j=1uj +
∑ns
i=1usi ). For
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Table 5
Summary of complexity results for single machine batch scheduling problems
Problem Complexity Ref.
1|lin,BAM, dj = d, pj = p, uj = 1, si = s, Lmax0|
∑n
j=1vj uj NP-hard [17]
1|lin,BAM, si = s, Lmax0|∑nj=1vj uj NP-hard, pseudo-poly [17]
1|BAM, pj = pj − aj u, si = s − asus , Lmax0|v1nsus + v2u Either O(n7) or O(n5 log(A))a [16]
1|BAM, pj = pj − aj u, si = s − asus , v1nsus + v2uU |Lmax O(n5 log(B))b [16]
1|BAM, pj = pj − aj u, Lmax0|v1nsus + v2u O(n4) [16]
1|BAM, si = s − asus , Lmax0|v1nsus + v2u O(n4) [16]
1|BAM, pj = pj − aj u, si = s − asus , v1nsus + v2uU |
∑n
j=1Cj O(n3) [81]
1|BAM, pj = pj − aj u, si = s − asus ,
∑n
j=1Cj K|v1nsus + v2u O(n3 logNmax) [81]
1|BAM, lin, aj = 1, si = si − usi |
∑n
j=1Cj + v1
∑ns
i=1usi + v2
∑n
j=1uj Open [80]
1|BAM, lin, aj = 1, si = si − usi , v1
∑ns
i=1usi + v2
∑n
j=1uj U |
∑n
j=1Cj Open [80]
1|BAM, si = si − usi |
∑n
j=1Cj + v1
∑ns
i=1usi + v2
∑n
j=1uj O(n4) [80]
1|BAM, lin, aj = 1, si = si − usi |
∑n
j=1Cj + v1
∑ns
i=1usi + v2
∑n
j=1uj O(n5)c [80]
1|BAM, lin, aj = 1, si = s|∑nj=1Cj + v1∑nsi=1usi + v2∑nj=1uj O(n4)c [80]
1|BAM, si = si − usi , v1
∑ns
i=1usi + v2
∑n
j=1uj U |
∑n
j=1Cj O(n3) [80]
1|BAM, lin, aj = 1, si = si − usi , v1
∑ns
i=1usi + v2
∑n
j=1uj U |
∑n
j=1Cj O(n3 log n)c [80]
1|BAM, lin, aj = 1, si = s, v1∑nsi=1usi + v2∑nj=1uj U |∑nj=1Cj O(n3)c [80]
1|conv,BAM, si = (s/usi )k,
∑n
j=1uj +
∑ns
i=1usi U |
∑n
j=1Cj O(n log n) [97]
1|conv,BAM, si = (s/usi )k |
∑n
j=1Cj + v(
∑n
j=1uj +
∑ns
i=1usi ) O(n log n) [97]
1|GT, pj = pj − aj uj , sf = sf − afi vf ,
∑
uj U,
∑
vf V |Cmax O(n2) [56]
1|GT, pj = pj − aj u, si = si − asi us , v1us + v2uU |Lmax O(gn2 log n) [55]
1|GT, dscr, pj = pj − aj u, si = si − asi us , v1us + v2uU |Lmax O(gn2log2 C)d [55]
1|GT, si = si − asi us , v1us + v2uU |Lmax O(n log n) [55]
1|GT, dscr, si = si − asi us , v1us + v2uU |Lmax O(n log n) [55]
1|GT, pj = pj − aj u, si = si , v1us + v2uU |Lmax O(gn2) [55]
1|GT, dscr, pj = pj − aj u, si = si , v1us + v2uU |Lmax O(gn2) [55]
1|GT, pj = pj − aj u, si = si − asi us , v1us + v2uU |
∑n
j=1wjCj O(n log n) [79]
1|GT, dscr, pj = pj − aj u, si = si − asi us , v1us + v2uU |
∑n
j=1wjCj O((n + log2 Nmax)n2 max{n, g4}) [79]
aA = max{n, v1, v2, u, us ,maxj∈J aj , as}.
bB = max{n, s,maxj∈J aj ,maxpj ,maxj∈J dj , as}.
cAgreeable pj and pj − uj values.
dC = max{n,maxj∈J aj , v1, v2, u, us}.
both problems, Shabtay and Steiner proved that there exists an optimal job sequence where the jobs are sequenced
in a non-decreasing order of j . Consequently, they were able to provide a closed-form solution for the optimal
resource allocations as a function of the partition of the optimal sequence into batches and thus reduce the problem to a
partitioning problem.Avariant of the algorithmbyCoffman et al. [23]was used to solve the reducedproblem.Theoverall
complexity of the optimization algorithms of Shabtay and Steiner [97] for the 1|BAM, conv, si = (s/usi )k,
∑n
j=1uj +∑ns
i=1usi U |
∑n
j=1Cj and 1|BAM, conv, si = (s/usi )k|
∑n
j=1Cj + v(
∑n
j=1uj +
∑ns
i=1usi ) problems is O(n log n).
In contrast, we mention that the complexity of the same problems with linear resource consumption function is still
open (see [80]).
In Table 5, we present a summary of complexity results for single machine batch scheduling problems with control-
lable job processing times.
2.5. Due date assignment problems
Meeting due dates has always been one of the most important objectives in scheduling. Customers demand that
suppliers meet contracted delivery dates or face large penalties. While traditional scheduling models considered due
dates as given by exogenous decisions, in an integrated system, they are determined by taking into account the system’s
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ability to meet the quoted delivery dates. In order to avoid penalties, including the possibility of losing customers,
companies are under increasing pressure to quote attainable delivery dates. At the same time, promising delivery dates
too far into the future may not be acceptable to the customer or may force a company to offer price discounts in order
to retain the business. Thus there is an important trade-off between assigning relatively short due dates to customer
orders and avoiding tardiness penalties. This is why an increasingly large number of recent studies viewed due date
assignment as part of the scheduling process and showed how the ability to control due dates can be a major factor
in improving system performance. Recent surveys on due date assignment scheduling problems are given by Gordon
et al. [29,30]. In the following, we present three of the most commonly used due date assignment methods:
• The common due date assignment method (usually referred to as CON) where all jobs are assigned the same due
date, that is dj = d for j = 1, . . . , n.
• The slack due date assignment method (usually referred to as SLK) where jobs are given an equal ﬂow allowance
that reﬂects equal waiting time (i.e., equal slacks), that is, dj =pj + slk for j =1, . . . , n, where slk0 is a decision
variable.
• The unrestricted due date assignmentmethodwhere each job can be assigned a different due date with no restrictions.
(We will refer to this method as DIF in short.)
The case where both due date and job processing times are controllable reﬂects a very ﬂexible scheduling system
and the scheduler can take advantage of this ﬂexibility to improve the system performance. The relevant literature can
be divided into two parts based on different objective functions used.
2.5.1. Earliness–tardiness problems
The widespread use of Just-in-Time systems in industry made the early delivery of products undesirable. This led
to the introduction of earliness penalties, which may reﬂect additional storage or insurance costs, or costs of product
deterioration over time, in addition to the traditional tardiness penalties.
In the earliness–tardiness single machine scheduling problem with due date assignment and resource dependent
processing times, the objective is to ﬁnd the job sequence ∗ ∈ , the set of due dates d∗ = (d∗1 , d∗2 , . . . , d∗n) and the
resource allocation u∗ = (u∗1, u∗2, . . . , u∗n)which minimize a cost function that includes the costs of earliness, tardiness,
due date assignment, makespan and resource consumption given by the following equation:
Z(,d,u) = 
n∑
j=1
Ej + 
n∑
j=1
Tj + 
n∑
j=1
dj + Cmax +
n∑
j=1
vjuj , (7)
where , ,  and  are non-negative parameters representing the cost of one unit of earliness, tardiness, due date,
and operation time, respectively. For the CON method the optimization is done under the constraint that dj = d for
j = 1, . . . , n, while a constraint that dj = pj + slk for j = 1, . . . , n is included for the SLK method.
For the CON due date assignment method, in the special case of linear resource consumption functions, aj = 1 for
j = 1, . . . , n, and  =  = 0, Panwalkar and Rajagopalan [88] proved that there exists an optimal schedule in which
each job will be processed either with its non-compressed (maximal) or its most compressed (minimal) processing
time, and reduced the problem to a linear assignment problem which is solvable in O(n3) time. Cheng et al. [22]
extended Panwalkar and Rajagopalan’s research by adding the due date cost to the objective and by also solving the
problem for the case of slack due date assignments (SLK) in O(n3) time. Biskup and Cheng [5] extended Panwalkar
and Rajagopalan’s research by adding the total completion time cost to the objective function. They showed that the
extended problem can also be solved by reducing it to a linear assignment problem. Liman et al. [73] showed that the
complexity of the problem does not increase if a common due window is to be assigned, i.e., the scheduler can assign
a time window [d, d] where the objective includes a linear penalty for both d and d. In the model given in [73], the
earliness of a job is calculated with respect to d, while the tardiness is calculated with respect to d. Cheng et al. [19]
have showed that if vj = v for j = 1, . . . , n then the complexity reduces to O(n2) for the CON, SLK and the common
due window methods. For the CON method, Biskup and Jahnke [6] studied the special case where the job processing
times are jointly reducible by the same proportional amount, i.e., the case where aj =pj and uj = u for j = 1, . . . , n.
They presented O(n log n) time optimization algorithms to minimize a cost function containing earliness, tardiness,
resource consumption and due date assignment costs. Ng et al. [82] extended Biskup and Jahnke’s results to the case
where the job processing times are jointly reducible by the same amount of the resource, i.e., for the case where uj =u
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for j =1, . . . , n, and presented an O(n2 log n) time optimization algorithm for the same objective. Shabtay and Steiner
[98] provided a uniﬁed optimization algorithm to minimize Eq. (7) for the three different due date assignment methods
(CON, SLK and DIF) in O(n3) time if the resource consumption function is given by Eq. (1). They also presented
an O(n log n) time uniﬁed optimization algorithm for the three different due date assignment methods if the resource
consumption function is given by Eq. (2).
2.5.2. Weighted number of tardy jobs
Here the objective is to ﬁnd the job sequence ∗ ∈ , the set of due dates d∗ = (d∗1 , d∗2 , . . . , d∗n) and the resource
allocations u∗ = (u∗1, u∗2, . . . , u∗n) which minimize a cost function that includes the weighted number of tardy jobs and
the costs of due date assignment, makespan and resource consumption deﬁned by the following equation:
Z(,u,d) =
n∑
j=1
wjUj + 
n∑
j=1
dj + Cmax +
n∑
j=1
vjuj , (8)
where  and  are non-negative parameters representing the cost of delaying the due date or increasing the operation
time by one unit, respectively.
As far as we know, there are only three papers which combined due date assignment and continuous resource
allocation decisions to minimize an objective that includes a penalty on the number of tardy jobs. The ﬁrst two papers
are devoted to the combination of the linear resource consumption function with the CON due date assignment method.
For a special case of the linear resource consumption function where the job processing times are jointly reducible
by the same proportional amount, i.e., the case where aj = pj and uj = u for j = 1, . . . , n, Biskup and Jahnke [6]
presented an O(n log n) time optimization algorithm to minimize a penalty function that includes the number of tardy
jobs, due date assignment and resource allocation costs. Ng et al. [82] extended Biskup and Jahnke’s results to the case
where the job processing times are jointly reducible by the same amount of the resource, i.e., for the case where uj =u
for j = 1, . . . , n, and presented an O(n2 log n) time optimization algorithm to solve the same problem. In contrast
with [6] and [82], Shabtay and Steiner [99] allowed the individual control of the processing time for each job. They
also analyzed the more general case where different jobs might have different tardiness penalties. Shabtay and Steiner
provided a complete analysis of the problem with the three due date assignment methods (CON, SLK and DIF) and
both the linear and the convex resource consumption functions given in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. The results for
single machine scheduling problems with controllable job processing times and due date assignment are summarized
in Table 6.
Table 6
Summary of results for single machine scheduling problems with due date assignment
Problem Due date ass. Complexity Ref.
1|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1Ej + ∑nj=1Tj +∑nj=1vj uj CON O(n3) [88]
1|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1Ej + ∑nj=1Tj + ∑nj=1dj +∑nj=1vj uj CON/SLK O(n3) [22]
1|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1Ej + ∑nj=1Tj + n(d + d) +∑nj=1vj uj CON(window) O(n3) [73]
1|pj = pj (1 − u)|
∑n
j=1Ej + 
∑n
j=1Tj + 
∑n
j=1dj + f (u) CON O(n log n) [6]
1|lin, uj = u|∑nj=1Ej + ∑nj=1Tj + ∑nj=1dj + f (u) CON O(n2 log n) [82]
1|lin|∑nj=1Ej + ∑nj=1Tj + ∑nj=1dj + Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj CON/SLK/DIF O(n3) [98]
1|lin|∑nj=1Ej + ∑nj=1Tj + ∑nj=1dj + Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj CON/SLK/DIF O(n log n) [98]
1|lin|∑nj=1Ej + ∑nj=1Tj + ∑nj=1dj +∑nj=1vuj CON/CON(window)/SLK O(n2) [19]
1|pj = pj (1 − u)|
∑n
j=1Uj + 
∑n
j=1dj + f (u) CON O(n log n) [6]
1|lin, uj = u|∑nj=1Uj + ∑nj=1dj + f (u) CON O(n2 log n) [82]
1|lin|∑nj=1jUj + ∑nj=1dj + Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj CON/SLK O(n) [99]
1|conv|∑nj=1jUj + ∑nj=1dj + Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj CON/SLK O(n) [99]
1|lin|∑nj=1jUj + ∑nj=1dj + Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj DIF O(n4) [99]
1|conv|∑nj=1jUj + ∑nj=1dj + Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj DIF O(n4) [99]
1|conv|∑nj=1Uj + ∑nj=1dj + Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj DIF O(n) [99]
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It is interesting to note that the solutionmethods for all problemswith linear resource consumption function discussed
in this subsection generate optimal schedules with the all-or-none property, i.e., a job is either compressed to its
minimum possible duration or not compressed at all. This all-or-none property was also observed in many other
scheduling problems with a linear model of processing times.
3. Multi-machine problems with controllable processing times
This section is devoted to the multi-machine scheduling environment and the division into subsections is based on
the machine conﬁguration, i.e., whether we have machines in parallel, a ﬂow shop, a job shop, or an open shop.
3.1. Parallel machines
In a parallel machine environment, each jobmust be processed by any one of themmachines. Three different systems
of parallel machines are considered in the literature:
• Identical machines (= Pm), where there are m identical machines.
• Uniform machines ( = Qm), where there are m machines in parallel and the machines have different speeds.
Machine i has a speed of si , i.e., the processing time pij of job j on machine i is equal to pj/si .
• Unrelated machines ( = Rm), where there are m machines in parallel and each machine has a different speed for
each job. Let sij be the speed when machine i is processing job j, then the processing time pij of job j on machine i
is equal to pj/sij .
In the parallel machine framework, a schedule is speciﬁed by anm-partition of the n jobs, reﬂecting their assignment
to the m machines, by job sequences i ∈ i for i = 1, . . . , m, where i is the set of all ni ! possible permutations of
the ni jobs assigned to machine i, and a by a vector of resource allocations, u = (u1, u2, . . . , un).
The ﬁrst to consider a parallel machine system with controllable job processing times were Alidaee and Ahmadian
[1]. They extended the results given by Vickson [105] for the 1|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1Cj +∑nj=1vjuj problem and by
Panwalkar and Rajagopalan [88] for the 1|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1Ej +∑nj=1Tj +∑nj=1vjuj problem with the CON due
date assignment method to the case of non-identical parallel machines. (For the sake of shorter notation in the remainder
of the paper, we add the due date assignment method—if applicable—to the  ﬁeld in the problem description, e.g.,
the last problem will be denoted by Rm|lin, aj = 1,CON|∑nj=1Ej + ∑nj=1Tj +∑nj=1vjuj .) They showed that
both the Rm|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1Cj +∑nj=1vjuj and the Rm|lin, aj = 1,CON|∑nj=1Ej + ∑nj=1Tj +∑nj=1vjuj
problems are solvable in O(n3m+n2m log(nm)) time by solving an assignment problem. Both these problems possess
the all-or-none property that was recognized earlier byVickson [105] and Panwalkar and Rajagopalan [88] for the case
of a single machine. The results of Alidaee and Ahmadian [1] can be easily extended to deal with arbitrary aj values,
and even the case of general convex increasing resource consumption cost functions ( fij (uij ), for i = 1, . . . , m and
j = 1, . . . , n with fij (uij = 0) = 0, and fij (uij ) = ∞ for uij >uij ) as described by Cheng et al. [12]. The results in
[12] are restricted to the case where fij is differentiable on [0, uij ], f−1ij (y) exists, and it can be evaluated in constant
time for y ∈ [f−1ij (0), f−1ij (uij )].
The preemptive Pm|pmtn|Cmax problem is solvable in a linear time [75] with a minimal objective value of
Cmax = max
{
max
j∈J pj ,
∑
j∈J pj
m
}
. (9)
Consequently, the extension of Pm|pmtn|Cmax for problem types P1–P3 with controllable processing times reduces
either to a linear or a convex programming problem (depending on the resource consumption function). Nowicki and
Zdrzalka [87] provided an O(n2) greedy algorithm to solve the Pm|lin, aj = 1, pmtn|(Cmax,∑nj=1vjuj ) problem, and
Jansen and Mastrolilli [60] presented a linear time algorithm to solve the Pm|lin, pmtn, CmaxK|∑nj=1vjuj problem.
Shabtay and Kaspi [94] showed that the Pm|conv, pmtn,∑nj=1uj U |Cmax problem can be solved in O(n2) time.
Since the Pm‖Cmax problem with ﬁxed processing times is known to beNP-hard, it is straightforward that its ex-
tension to P1–P4 type of problems with linear resource consumption functions is alsoNP-hard. Jansen and Mastrolilli
[60] provided a PTAS for the Pm|lin, CmaxK|∑nj=1vjuj problem, which minimizes the resource consumption cost
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with a makespan not greater than (1 + 	)K , if a solution with a makespan not greater than K exists. They also gave a
PTAS for the Pm|lin,∑nj=1vjuj U |Cmax and for the Pm|lin|Cmax +∑nj=1vjuj problems. Trick [104] provided a
2.618-approximation algorithm for the Rm|lin|Cmax +∑nj=1vjuj problem, which was later improved by Shmoys and
Tardos [101] to a 2-approximation.
Mastrolilli [74] studied the sum of completion time problem on a set of identical parallel machines with job re-
lease dates both in the preemptive and non-preemptive case. He presented a polynomial time algorithm to solve the
Pm|lin, pmtn, rj ,∑nj=1vjuj U |∑nj=1Cj problem by solving O(log(nmaxj∈J pj )) linear programming problems,
and a (3 − 2/m)-approximation algorithm for the stronglyNP-hard Pm|lin, rj ,∑nj=1vjuj U |∑nj=1Cj problem.
In the suggested approximation algorithm, the jobs are ordered according to the FIFO rule (that is, jobs are assigned
to the ﬁrst available machine in a non-decreasing order of release dates), and the processing times are set to be equal
to the optimal processing times for the Pm|lin, pmtn, rj ,∑nj=1vjuj U |∑nj=1Cj problem.
Cheng et al. [19] have showed that theQm|lin, aj =1, rj =r−urj , urj =ur, r−r
∑n
j=1pj |
∑n
j=1Cj +
∑n
j=1vjuj +∑n
j=1vrurj problem is solvable in O(n3) time and that the time complexity can be reduced to O(n2) if vj = v for
j = 1, . . . , n. However, Cheng et al. [18] observed that the similar problem with the makespan criterion isNP-hard
even if the machines are identical.
Shabtay and Kaspi [94] showed that the Pm|conv|Cmax problem isNP-hard, and that Pm|conv|∑nj=1Cj is solvable
in O(n log n) time.
Chen [8] developed column generation based branch and bound optimization algorithms for theNP-hard Pm|lin|∑n
j=1wjCj +
∑n
j=1vjuj , Pm|dscr|
∑n
j=1wjCj +
∑n
j=1vjuj , Pm|lin|
∑n
j=1wjUj +
∑n
j=1vjuj and Pm|dscr|∑n
j=1wjUj +
∑n
j=1vjuj problems. He reported that the algorithms are capable to solve problems with up to 40
jobs and any number of parallel machines within a reasonable CPU time.
The Qm|pmtn|Cmax problem is solvable in O(n+m log n) time (Gonzalez and Sahni [28]) with a minimal objective
value of
Cmax = max
{
max
t=1,...,m−1
(∑t
k=1p[k]∑t
k=1sk
)
,
∑n
k=1p[k]∑m
k=1sk
}
, (10)
where s1s2 · · · sm and=([1], [2], . . . , [n]) is a permutation of J such thatp[1]p[2] · · · p[n]. Consequently,
the extension of Qm|pmtn|Cmax to controllable processing times for problem types P1–P3 reduces either to a linear or a
convex programming problem. Nowicki and Zdrzalka [87] provided an O(nmax{m, log n}) greedy algorithm to solve
the Qm|lin, aj = 1, pmtn, CmaxK|∑nj=1vjuj problem. As a result, they were able to construct an 	-approximation
of the efﬁcient frontier for the Qm|lin, aj = 1, pmtn|(Cmax,∑nj=1vjuj ) in O(n log n + (Cmax(0) − Cmax(u)/	)nm)
time, whereCmax(0) andCmax(u) are the values computed from Eq. (10) with u= (0, 0, . . . , 0) and u= (u1, u2,…,un),
respectively. It is still an open question whether this problem is polynomially solvable.
InspiredbySkutella’s [102] 32 -approximation algorithm for theRm‖
∑n
j=1wjCj problem,Zhang et al. [112] presented
a 32 -approximation algorithm for the Rm|lin, aj = 1|
∑n
j=1wjCj +
∑n
j=1
∑m
i=1vijuij problem using the technique of
convex quadratic programming relaxation.
In Table 7, we present a summary of complexity results for parallel machine scheduling problems with controllable
job processing times.
3.2. Flow shops and job shops
In this subsection, we review the known results for ﬂow shops and job shops. Their main characteristics are described
below.
• Flow shop (= Fm): In a ﬂow shop, the machines are linearly ordered and the jobs all must follow the same route
from the ﬁrst to the last machine.
• Job shop ( = Jm): In a job shop, each job has its own predetermined route to follow on the machines. Usually
it is assumed that each job visits each machine at most once. Note that the ﬂow shop is a special case of the
job shop.
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Table 7
Summary of complexity results for parallel machine scheduling problems
Problem Complexity Ref.
Rm|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1Cj +∑nj=1vj uj O(n3m + n2m log(nm)) [1]
Rm|lin, aj = 1, CON |∑nj=1Ej + ∑nj=1Tj +∑nj=1vj uj O(n3m + n2m log(nm))a [1]
Rm|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1Cj +∑mi=1∑nj=1fij (uij ) O(n3m + n2m log(nm))b [12]
Rm|lin, aj = 1, CON |∑nj=1Ej + ∑nj=1Tj +∑mi=1∑nj=1fij (uij ) O(n3m + n2m log(nm))a and b [12]
Pm|lin, aj = 1, pmtn|(Cmax,∑nj=1vj uj ) O(n2) [87]
Pm|lin, pmtn, CmaxK|∑nj=1vj uj O(n) [60]
Pm|conv, pmtn,∑nj=1uj U |Cmax O(n2) [94]
Pm|lin, CmaxK|∑nj=1vj uj PTAS [60]
Pm|lin,∑nj=1vj uj U |Cmax PTAS [60]
Pm|lin|Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj PTAS [60]
Rm|lin|Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj 2.618-approx [104]
Rm|lin|Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj 2-approx [101]
Pm|lin, pmtn, rj ,∑nj=1vj uj U |∑nj=1Cj O(log(nmaxj∈J pj )) LP problems [74]
Pm|lin, rj ,∑nj=1vj uj U |∑nj=1Cj (3 − 2/m)-approx [74]
Rm|lin, aj = 1|∑nj=1wjCj +∑nj=1∑mi=1vij uij 3/2-approx [112]
Pm|conv|Cmax NP-hard [94]
Qm|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj |
∑n
j=1Cj +
∑n
j=1vj uj +
∑n
j=1vrurj O(n3)c [19]
Qm|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj |
∑n
j=1Cj +
∑n
j=1vuj +
∑n
j=1vrurj O(n2)c [19]
Pm|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj |Cmax +
∑n
j=1vuj +
∑n
j=1vrurj NP-hardc [18]
Pm|conv|∑nj=1Cj O(n log n) [94]
Qm|lin, aj = 1, pmtn, CmaxK|∑nj=1vj uj O(nmax{m, log n}) [87]
Qm|lin, aj = 1, pmtn|(Cmax,∑nj=1vj uj ) Open, O(n log n + Anm/	)d [87]
aThe due dates are assignable according to the CON method.
bfij (uij ) is a convex function, differentiable on [0, uij ], f−1ij (y) can be calculated in a constant time for y ∈ [f−1ij (0), f−1ij (uij )], fij (uij = 0)= 0
and fij (uij ) = ∞ for uij >uij .
cFor urj = ur and the unrestricted case where r − r
∑n
j=1pj .
dA = Cmax(0) − Cmax(u) where Cmax(0) and Cmax(u) are the values of Eq. (10) with u = (0, 0, . . . , 0) and u = (u1, u2,…,un), respectively.
Each schedule in a job shop is speciﬁed by a job sequence on every machine, i ∈  for i=1, . . . , m, and by amatrix
of resource allocations u = (uij ) for j = 1, . . . , n and i = 1, . . . , m. For ﬂow shops, researchers usually considered
only the case in which the job sequences are restricted to be identical on each machine, i.e., i =  for i = 1, . . . , m.
This version of the problem is called the permutation ﬂow shop problem and it is speciﬁed by including prmu in the
 ﬁeld. If, in addition, the jobs are not allowed to wait between the machines, the problem is called the no-wait ﬂow
shop problem, and it is speciﬁed by including nw in the  ﬁeld.
Janiak [40,43,48] and Nowicki and Zdrzalka [85] were the ﬁrst to analyze ﬂow shop scheduling systems with
controllable job processing times. By reducing the knapsack problem to it, Nowicki and Zdrzalka proved that the
F2|lin|wCmax +∑2i=1∑nj=1vijuij problem isNP-hard even in the case where aij = 1 for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . , n,
the processing times in the second machine are non-controllable, and all the processing costs are identical. Similar
results were obtained by Janiak [46] for the F2|lin, CmaxK|∑2i=1∑nj=1vijuij problem and also by Janiak [50] for
theF2|lin,∑2i=1∑nj=1vijuij U |Cmax problem. It remains an open question whether the above problems are strongly
NP-hard orNP-hard in the ordinary sense. Janiak [46,50] also identiﬁed some polynomially solvable special cases
of the P1–P4 versions of F2|lin|Cmax, which are summarized in Table 8.
Nowicki and Zdrzalka [85] presented a 32 -approximation algorithm for the F2|lin|wCmax +
∑2
i=1
∑n
j=1vijuij prob-
lem. They also showed that the approximation algorithm has a better performance bound if the job processing times
are controllable only on the ﬁrst machine and all unit resource consumption costs are identical. Nowicki [84] fur-
ther improved these approximation results by providing a 43 -approximation algorithm for the problem. In addition,
Nowicki presented an extension of his algorithm to the m-machine (m2) permutation ﬂow shop problem, which
yields an approximation algorithm with a worst case ratio equal to 12 (+
√
(m − 1))+ 14 +O(1/
√
m), where  is the
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Table 8
Summary of complexity results for ﬂow shops, job shops and open shops
Problem Complexity Ref.
F2|lin|wCmax +∑2i=1∑nj=1vij uij NP-hard, 32 -approx [85]
F2|lin|wCmax +∑2i=1∑nj=1vij uij 43 -approx [84]
F2|lin, CmaxK|∑2i=1∑nj=1vij uij NP-hard [46]
F2|lin,∑2i=1∑nj=1vij uij U | Cmax NP-hard, 2-approx [50]
F2|lin|(Cmax,∑2i=1∑nj=1vij uij )
F2|lin|Cmax +∑2i=1∑nj=1vij uij
F2|lin, CmaxK|∑2i=1∑nj=1vij uij
F2|lin,∑2i=1∑nj=1vij uij U |Cmax
O(n log n)a [50]
Fm|lin, prmu|wCmax +∑2i=1∑nj=1vij uij 12 (+√(m − 1) + 14 + O(1/√m)b [84]
Fm|pij = pj − uj |(Cmax,
∑n
j=1vj uj ) O(n log n) [20]
Fm|pij = pj − uj |(Cmax,
∑n
j=1v1j u2j + v2j uj ) O(n2) [20]
F2|conv, nw,∑2i=1∑nj=1uij U |Cmax StronglyNP-hard, 21/k+1-approx [96]
F2|conv, nw,∑2i=1∑nj=1uij U |Cmax O(n log n)c [96]
Jm|lin, CmaxK|∑nj=1vj uj PTAS [61]
Jm|lin,∑nj=1vj uj U |Cmax PTAS [61]
Jm|lin|Cmax +∑nj=1vj uj PTAS [61]
O2|conv,∑2i=1∑nj=1uij U |Cmax O(n log n) [95]
O2|lin, aij = 1, CmaxK|∑2i=1∑nj=1vij uij O(n) [21]
O2|lin, aij = 1|(Cmax,∑2i=1∑nj=1vij uij ) O(n log n) [21]
O3|conv,∑3i=1∑nj=1uij U |Cmax NP-hard [95]
aIf the processing times on the second machine are non-controllable, i.e., u2j = 0 and p1j = p1 and u1j = u1; and/or a1j = a1 and u1j = u1;
and/or p1j = p1 and a1j = a1; for j = 1, . . . , n.
b is the worst-case performance ratio of a procedure used for solving Fm|prmu|Cmax with ﬁxed processing times.
cAgreeable 1j and 2jvalues or 1[2]1[1]1[4]1[3] , . . . , 1[m]1,[m−1], where = ([1], [2], . . . , [n]) is a job sequence in which
the jobs are ordered in a non-increasing order of the 2j .
worst-case performance ratio of a procedure used for solving the sequencing problemFm|prmu|Cmax with ﬁxed process-
ing times. (For example, applying the approximation algorithmofNawaz et al. [78] to theFm|prmu|Cmax problemyields
 = O(nlog2m).) Janiak [50] presented four 2-approximation algorithms for the F2|lin,∑2i=1∑nj=1vijuij U |Cmax
problem. He also provided an experimental performance analysis for the suggested heuristics and presented an exact
branch and bound optimization algorithm based on some elimination properties.
Janiak [44] studied the Fm|lin,∑nj=1uij Ui |Cmax problem, where the resource consumption is both ‘locally’
bounded for each operation, i.e., 0uij uij pij /aij for i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n, and globally bounded for
each machine, i.e.,
∑n
j=1uij Ui for i = 1, . . . , m. Janiak presented a branch and bound optimization algorithm to
solve the problem based on some properties he obtained. Cheng and Janiak [14] extended Janiak’s work by considering
the permutation ﬂow shop problem on m machines with general convex decreasing resource consumption functions,
where the resource consumption of each job is constrained ‘locally’ to be within a given range and there is also a global
upper bound on the total resource consumption. They analyzed the structure of the optimal solution, which provided
some elimination properties that were exploited in a branch and bound optimization scheme. Cheng and Janiak also
presented m-approximation algorithms together with the results of computational experiments.
Cheng and Shakhlevich [20] studied the proportionate ﬂow shop problemwhere every operation of a job has the same
processing time on each machine. For this Fm|pij = pj − uj |(Cmax,
∑n
j=1vjuj ) problem, Cheng and Shakhlevich
developed an O(n log n) time optimization algorithm. They also suggested an O(n2) time optimization algorithm
for solving the Fm|pij = pj − uj |(Cmax,
∑n
j=1v1j u2j + v2j uj ) problem, where v1j , v2j are positive parameters for
j = 1, . . . , n.
Janiak and Portmann [58] provided some properties of the optimal schedule for the stronglyNP-hardFm|lin, prmu,∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1vijuij U |Cmax problem. Based on these properties, they constructed four different genetic algorithms
as heuristic solutions. The heuristics were tested in an experimental study. Gupta et al. [33] suggested heuristic
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algorithms to solve the stronglyNP-hard Fm|lin, prmu, rj ,∑mi=1∑nj=1uij U |∑nj=1jEj +∑nj=1j Tj +∑nj=1
wjCj +∑nj=1j dj problem for three different due date assignment methods. The suggested heuristics are based on
job insertion techniques and iterative local search algorithms. Since there is no effective exact optimization algorithm
and a tight lower bound for the problem, the heuristics suggested by Gupta et al. were tested relative to each other.
Shabtay et al. [96] consider the case of a convex resource consumption function to minimize the makespan in a
two-machine ﬂow-shop with no-wait restriction, i.e., the F2|conv, nw,∑2i=1∑nj=1uij U |Cmax problem. They used
the equivalent load method (see [76]) to reduce the problem to a special case of the Traveling Salesman Problem
(TSP) on permuted Monge matrices. They showed that the reduced problem is stronglyNP-hard and provided two
special cases which are polynomially solvable. They also gave a 21/k+1-approximation guarantee for the problem,
where k is the exponent in the resource consumption function of equation (2). Shabtay et al. also tested two different
subtour-patching heuristics in large-scale computational experiments on randomly generated instances. The heuristics
tended to produce the optimal solution for most of the instances with increasing probability as the number of cities
(jobs) increased. For example, for 1000 out of 1000 randomly generated numerical instances, the heuristics produced
the optimal solution for every set of instances when the number of cities was greater than 100.
Grabowski and Janiak [31] studied a job shop scheduling problem where the processing time of the jobs on some
machines is a linear decreasing function with respect to the amount of a continuously divisible, non-renewable, locally
and globally constrained resource. It is clear that this problem is NP-hard even for the m = 2 case, since Janiak
[46] proved that the corresponding ﬂow shop problem on two machines is alreadyNP-hard. Grabowski and Janiak
analyzed the structure of the optimal solution, which yielded some elimination properties that they exploited in a
branch and bound solution scheme. Janiak and Szkodny [59] extended Grabowski and Janiak’s [31] branch and bound
optimization algorithm by considering the case of general convex decreasing resource consumption functions that are
both locally and globally constrained. They reported that they experienced computational difﬁculties when solving
larger problems (e.g., 10 jobs on 10 machines) even under the assumption that operation times are linearly controllable
on only one of the ten machines.
Jansen et al. [61] provided a PTAS for the Jm|lin, CmaxK|∑nj=1vjuj problem, which minimizes the resource
consumption cost with a makespan not greater than (1 + 	)K , if a solution with a makespan not greater than K exists,
and two different PTAS-s for the Jm|lin,∑nj=1vjuj U |Cmax and for the Jm|lin|Cmax +∑nj=1vjuj problems. They
proved that some of their results are also applicable to the case of a discrete resource and preemptive jobs.
Table 8 contains a summary of complexity results for scheduling with controllable job processing times in ﬂow shops
and job shops.
3.3. Open shops
In an open shop (=Om), each job needs to be processed exactly once on every machine, but the route of the jobs is
unrestricted, i.e., the scheduler also has to determine the route each job follows, and different jobs may have different
routes. The O2‖Cmax problem is solvable in O(n log n) time (see [27]) with a minimal objective value of
Cmax = max
⎧⎨
⎩ maxj=1,...,n(p1j + p2j ),
n∑
j=1
p1j ,
n∑
j=1
p2j
⎫⎬
⎭ . (11)
Consequently, the extension of O2‖Cmax with controllable processing times for problem types P1–P3 reduces either
to a linear or a convex programming problem. Shabtay and Kaspi [95] gave an O(n log n) time optimization algorithm
to solve the O2|conv,∑2i=1∑nj=1uij U |Cmax problem. Since this algorithm provides a closed form solution for the
makespan value as a function of U, the trade-off curve between total resource consumption and makespan can also be
constructed in O(n log n) time. Cheng and Shakhlevich [21] showed that the linear programming problem resulting
from the O2|lin, aij = 1, CmaxK|∑2i=1∑nj=1vijuij problem can be solved in a linear time. They found that by
ignoring the maxj=1,...,n(p1j + p2j ) term in the makespan value (see Eq. (11)), the problem can be decomposed into
two independent continuous knapsack problems,which are solvable in O(n) time. If the solution obtained by solving the
two independent continuous knapsack problems is a feasible one, i.e., maxj=1,...,n(p1j + p2j )K , it is also optimal.
Otherwise, if maxj=1,...,n(p1j +p2j )>K , they showed that maxj=1,...,n(p1j +p2j )=K in an optimal solution, which
leads to a continuous generalized upper bound resource allocation problem, which is also solvable in O(n) time [37].
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In addition, Cheng and Shakhlevich gave an O(n log n) time algorithm to construct the trade-off curve between the
makespan and the total resource allocation cost.
TheO3‖Cmax isNP-hard (see [27]) and theOm‖Cmax problem is proven to be stronglyNP-hard for an arbitrary
number of machines (see [69]). Therefore, the corresponding extensions of the problem to P1–P4 type objectives with
the linear resource consumption function given by Eq. (1) also have the same complexity. Shabtay andKaspi [95] proved
theNP-hardness of the O3|conv,∑3i=1∑nj=1uij U |Cmax problem by using a variation of the proof of Gonzalez
and Sahni [27] for theNP-hardness of the O3‖Cmax problem. Table 8 also contains a summary of complexity results
for open shops with controllable job processing times.
4. Concluding remarks and future research
We presented a survey of results for scheduling problems with controllable processing times. Although the ﬁeld
has attracted a lot of attention from researchers in the last 25 years, there are still many open questions and a lot
of problems that have not been studied. Some problems have already been considered in the literature, but their
complexity remains unsolved. For example, the complexity of the 1|conv,∑nj=1uj U |∑nj=1wjCj and 1|pj =
pj + j /uj ,
∑n
j=1uj U |
∑n
j=1Cj problems is still an open question, as well as the complexity of the 1|conv, rj =
(rj /urj )
k|(Cmax,∑nj=1uj +∑nj=1urj ) problem. Since theNP-hardness of the 1|lin,∑nj=1vjuj U |∑nj=1wjCj
problem was proved by reducing the PARTITION problem to it and no one has given a pseudo-polynomial algorithm
to solve the problem, it is still an open question whether this problem is stronglyNP-hard orNP-hard in the or-
dinary sense. The complexity status of the problem 1|lin, aj = 1, rj = r − urj , urj = ur |
∑n
j=1Cj +
∑n
j=1vuj +∑n
j=1vrj urj is also open for the unrestricted case where r − r
∑n
j=1pj . The complexity of the batching problems
1|BAM, lin, aj =1, si =si −usi |
∑n
j=1Cj +v1
∑ns
i=1usi +v2
∑n
j=1uj and 1|BAM, lin, aj =1, si =si −usi , v1
∑ns
i=1usi +
v2
∑n
j=1uj U |
∑n
j=1Cj is also open. Since there is relatively little known for multi-machine problems with control-
lable processing times, there are a lot of open questions in this area. Some of the problems that one may consider for
future research are the F2|conv|(Cmax,∑2i=1∑nj=1vjuj ) problem with both continuous and discrete resource and the
F2|lin, nw,∑2i=1∑nj=1vijuij U |Cmax problem. Since both of the above problems are polynomially solvable for the
case of non-controllable processing times, it might be interesting to see if they remain so for the case of controllable
job processing times. We hope that this survey will give an impetus for new research on these open questions and will
lead to further progress in the important area of scheduling with controllable processing times.
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